Press Release
GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LIMITED Bagged order Worth Rs. 105.0 Millions for
printing and supply of various books and registers from Jharkhand Education
Department
AHMEDABAD, February 20, 2018:GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LIMITED [BSE Code: 539228], is a
leading player in field of Multicolor Offset Printing and commercial printing in India.
The Company announced that today it has bagged one more order worth Rs. 105.0 Millions Approx.
for printing and supply of educational books from Jharkhand Education Department and are yet in race
for more orders worth 170.0 Millions from the same department. The said order will further boost the
sales of the company resulting into increased capacity utilization. This order is expected to be completed
in the next 2 months.
Commenting on Development Mr. Vishal Gala,Managing Director,GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LTD.
said “ We are proud to announce that we have bagged one more order worth Rs. 105.0 Millions Approx.
for printing and supply of educational books from Jharkhand Education Department with more orders
expected from race worth 170.0 Millions.We would like to thank the respected Authority for putting faith
on our company and we assure timely delivery of best quality products. The said order will further boost
the sales hereby resulting into optimum capacity utilization. It will support the Company to strengthen its
position in the printing industry & to establish itself as a leading player in the same.”

About GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
GALA is engaged in the business of printing and offering multi-colour offset printing services, single
colour offset printing services,commercial printing services for calendars, catalogs, brochures, posters,
annual reports manuals, etc. The Company offer quality products and services at cost effective prices
and have graded ourselves as one the fastest growing printing solution. With inflexible attitude
towards quality of printing, company has obtained long list of reputed clientele. Backed by efficient team
of qualified and skilled professionals, the company prefers cutting-edge technologies for carrying out
each project with keen interest in clients’ specified instructions and exact requirements.
Caution Concerning Forward- Looking Statements:
Some statements in this document may be forward-looking statements. These statements are based on management’s
current expectations or beliefs, and are subject to uncertainty and changes in circumstances. Actual results may vary
materially
from
those expressed or
implied
by
the
statements
herein
due to changes in
economic ,business,competitive, technological and /or regulatory factors. Gala Global Products Limited is under no
obligation to, and expressly disclaims any such obligation to, update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

